North Lincoln Fire & Rescue District #1

Size-Up
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January 2012
NLFR Board of Directors
Danny Curler, President
Carol Smith , V-P
Jack Robben, Secretary/Treasurer
Ron Woodard, Director
Bryce Spence, Director
NLFR Volunteer Assoc.
Loren Nordyke, President
Peter Robertson, V-P
Wally Brown, Treasurer
Al Longworth, Secretary
NLFR Staff
Don Baker, Fire Chief
Doug Kerr, Asst. Chief
Jim Kusz, Safety Officer, PEO,
PIO, Recruitment, Training
Dave McKee, Division Chief
David Clark,
Maintenance Technician
Toby Torrance, District Clerk
Lois Smith, Office Administrator

Thanks to all
who helped with
the toy drive this
year!
A special thank
you to Marc
McPherson for
all his repeat
trips back and
forth to pick up
filled toy boxes
at local
businesses!
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Part of the group
braving the c-o-l-d
morning air at 8am
to help deliver the
toys!
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Awards Banquet
The
January
Volunteer
Association
Meeting
will be on
Monday,
January
16th.

Saturday—February 25th
Invitations will be mailed out
early in February
All NLFR members are invited and
may bring a guest.
You must RSVP by the deadline
on the invitation.

Maturity is the ability to do a job whether or not
you are supervised, to carry money without
spending it, and to bear an injustice without
wanting to get even.
~Ann Landers
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2012
Training
Calendar
will be
available
soon.

Everything has its wonders, even darkness and silence,
and I learn whatever state I am in, therein to be content.
~Helen Keller (1880-1968)

Thank you to Cape Foulweather Coffee
for donating two pounds of
“Coastal Firehouse Jaws of Life” coffee
for our newsletter monthly drawing. The
winner for January is Matt Diaz

Thank you to ROADHOUSE 101
for donating a $25 certificate for our
newsletter monthly drawing.
The winner for January is
Ashton Canchola

Congratulations to both winners!
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01/09—Loren Nordyke
01/14—Nathan Biel
01/24—Barton Hoffman

02/05—Daniel Helfrich
02/12—Darren Hussey
02/19—Matt Diaz
02/24—Tom Correia
02/28—Dennis Knudson

Happy Birthday!

Thank You to All
who helped decorate
and set up,
who attended,
who brought food to share,
who arranged for & picked up
the delicious meats & potatoes,
who helped clean up when the
festivities concluded.
AND WE CANNOT FORGET:
THANK YOU SANTA!
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Voted
“Best
Dressed
Elf”

Christmas Party
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Paying Forward
By Matthew Tobia

Honor those who paved the way for you by
Extending the path for those who will follow

Think about the people who have had the greatest
effect in helping you get to where you are today. All
of us have these individuals in our lives—parents,
siblings, grandparents. Their guidance formed the
foundation that we depend on as fire officers.
In our fire service family, it might have been the
house captain or a senior firefighter on duty when
you first walked through the door. It could also be
an instructor from your early days of training who
saw something in you that you didn’t know existed.
At the time, their influence was likely obscured by
your perception of how you were being treated.
They were demanding, even harsh.

associated with its success: John W. Hoglund. In
1964, MFRI (in its current form) did not even exist.
It was the Fire Service Extension Department at the
University of Maryland. Hoglund spearheaded the
effort to have MFRI created through legislative action.
He is a living legend to a countless number of firefighters, including MFRI’s current executive director,
Steven T. Edwards.

A few months ago, Hoglund attend the annual Maryland Chief Officer Seminar, an educational event he
has attended every year since he started it in 1968.
At that seminar, Edwards announced MFRI’s intent to
require proof of physical assessment in accordance
with NFPA 1582 as a pre-requisite for entry-level
As time passed, however, the sting of criticism gave
classes offered by MFRI. Edward’s announceway to the pride of approval. Sometimes it was not
ment demonstrated his commitment to firefighter
even the positive words that meant the most; it was
safety, something Hoglund had long
instructed
just not getting yelled at (“Back to the truck!” with
him to focus on. He continued by saying that MFRI
ground ladders that had been incorrectly deployed).
was setting aside money to assist any student who
demonstrated financial need in obtaining a physical.
RE-PAYING WITH INTEREST
We want our actions to be worthy of those who made In these incredibly difficult economic times, Edwards
made the choice to put safety ahead of...well, everyit possible for us to achieve our goals. It’s probably
thing else. His actions, founded in the lessons taught
easy to remember how it felt when you father got
by Hoglund, unquestionably illustrate the concept of
mad at you. Now imagine your father saying,
“I’m not mad, I’m just disappointed.” That’s crushing. paying forward.
Our commitment to do the difficult “right” thing is
founded in the knowledge that these individuals
expect nothing less than our very best. Success,
after all, is not ours; it is the culmination of others’
work through us.
So how do you pay someone back for helping you
achieve more than you ever thought possible? You
really can’t—and the truth is that they don’t expect it.
If you are genuinely committed to honoring these
heroic, patient, smart, dedicated individuals, you
must pay forward. Paying forward means preparing
the next generation of firefighters in a manner that
reflects your personal sense of gratitude to those
who made it possible for you to be successful.

A REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE
The Maryland Fire Rescue Institute (MFRI) is one
of the nation’s premier fire service training organizations, and more than anyone else, there is one name
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YOUR TURN
Make no mistake: All of us are where are today
because of those who have taken the time to help
us. You should call those people—right now—and
thank them for their perseverance in resisting the
temptation to abandon you when you deserved it.
And then you should go out and do everything you
can to pay them back, by paying forward with the
next generation of firefighters—who are in a hurry to
prove themselves to you.
Matthew Tobia is a battalion chief in the Anne Arundel County
(MD) Fire Department and a 22-year veteran of emergency
services. He holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of
Maryland and is a certified fire officer. Tobia is chair of the
IAFC’s Safety, Health and Survival Section and is active with
the National Fallen Fire Fighters Foundation (NFFF) and the
Mid-Atlantic Burn Camp for children.
This article is from the June 2011 issue of Fire Rescue Magazine.

Chaplain’s Corner

Submitted by Chaplain Pauline Morrison

When in college, I wrote a short poem for an English class. It’s still one of my favorites. A friend
also wrote a poem, created after many hours of agitated thought. It, too, remains one of my
favorites, in spite of seeming corny. My poem speaks to this time of year.
As we say good bye to the old, and hello to the new, it’s a good time to remember that in some
places, during some periods, in our human history, time wasn’t. That is, not like it is today. Watches and clocks weren’t. Time-telling mechanisms which did exist could be as simple as a daily notch
in a stick to mark the passing of days (with "odd" notches indicating full moon days) or as sun-dials
which noted the time of day (except on cloudy days or at night, of course!). Or, they could be as
complex and mysterious as the standing stones of Stonehedge or as the Aztec
calendar.
One year slips away. Another begins. Yet January 1 will seem much like December 31. And next
year won’t seem much different than last for most of us, except we’ll notice that children and young
trees grow taller.
So – back to those poems. Mine: Time walks on, turns a corner, and eternity begins. Sharon’s:
This is a tree – it used to be! Mine received an A from the teacher. Sharon’s – let’s just say, an
unamused teacher missed the poignant beauty of that funny, tiny poem which made me think how
important perspective is in our lives. The teacher looked at that poem and saw laziness. Sharon
looked at a blank sheet and saw a tree. And I wonder: how much more poetic can one get than
that? Sharon looked at a piece of paper, and saw a tree old in years, thick with leaves, nesting
birds, squirrels climbing and chattering, and herself sitting on a branch. She became an environmentalist.
That tree could be a symbol of my poem, for a tree’s branches reach up and out – and where they
end, eternity begins. For where does air begin and where does it end? One could say, "in a leaf".
In your life, where do you find meaning? Where does time-by-the-clock stop and eternity begin?
For me, moments of quiet by the sea, or gardening, touch the eternal. As did those times when
I sat on a limb of a well-loved tree at the college and reclaimed a sense of serenity and well-being.
That tree and I – we had a type of relationship: and in relationships, time can have a timeless
quality. When have you enjoyed another’s company, and time "stood still"? Or, been in deep
thought, or prayer, or meditation, and time "wasn’t"? Or gone fishing or hunting, and experienced
timelessness? And, how did you feel during and after?
May 2012 be blessed with moments when time turns a corner, and God’s gifts of peace and
contentment are yours.

What counts is not necessarily
the size of the dog
in the fight—it is the size
of the fight in the dog.
~Dwight D. Eisenhower
(1890-1969)

A compliment is a gift—
Not to be thrown away
carelessly
unless you want to hurt
the giver.

Nothing can bring
you peace
but yourself.
~Ralph Waldo Emerson
(1803-1882)

~Eleanor Hamilton
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(in alphabetical order): Colter Beto, Alexzander Boyer, Andrew Cooper, Pat Evans, Chris Funk,

Doug Gakstatter, Rachel Girard, Lance Harskjold, Darren Hussey, Aaron Linfoot,
Jason McHatton, James Middleton, Heather Moore, Jacob Riebe, Joseph Sinks, Aaron Tanner.
(Zachary Suarez moved out of the area after the class began; Lacy House’s new job conflicted with the class. Lacy hopes to
be able to return to the next recruit class.)

The top 2 human needs are: Safety & Validation
(help people feel safe & valued).
Order up: Direct your mind upon your desired focus.
The 10 Second Rule: Your greeting sets the tone.
Keep a gratitude journal for 1 week;
research shows it will improve your mood for 6 months!
Feel your feelings, but act from your values.
Steer clear of self-talk that limits or demeans you.
Exercise & Meditation: the most powerful tools to optimize your brain.
Use humor whenever you can.
From Robin Rose Training & Consulting email.
Q-tip: Quit Taking It Personally.
www.RobinRose.com
Hydrate often.
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